FROM THE AIR QUALITY PROGRAM
NEW AIR TECHNICIAN JOINS THE
TEAM
We are pleased to announce that Walter Hanson has
joined the Air Program staff in the position of Air
Technician. Walter brings with him a wealth of experience and technical knowledge. He will be helping with a variety of equipment maintenance tasks,
data management and community outreach. Welcome Walter!

One of Walter’s first jobs has been to help verify the
calibration on the precipitation gauges. Work began
by verifying some volumes in the lab.

Next we moved our operations to the roof of the
EMO building where the gauges are located. We expect to do some more tests.

WEATHER WEEK AND
KIDS WEATHER DAY A
SUCCESS
In May and June, the Air Program was busy with two
educational events. The first was Weather Week,
Spring 2009, and took place the week of May 11th.
The second was Kids Weather Day and took place on
June 18th.
WEATHER WEEK
The Bishop Tribe’s Air Quality and Education Programs teamed up with the Lone Pine Tribe’s Air Program and declared the week of May 11th to be
“Weather Week.” On three successive days, youth
from the Bishop Indian Education Center’s Tutoring
Program were taught some of the basics of weather
forecasting. The Tutoring Program is an after school
program for tribal youth. Youth from 1st through 8th
grades participated.
The Bishop Tribe’s Air and Information Technology
Programs set up a bank of computers at the Education Center. Each computer displayed a different
aspect of weather. As students came through the
door, they were shown an animated display of photographs of clouds and Toni Richards from the Bishop
Tribe’s Air Program explained how different cloud
forms could help tell about the weather. Next, Mel
Joseph from the Lone Pine Tribe’s Air Program explained the basics of reading the forecast and students looked at regional temperature maps. The third
station focused on animated satellite images and Toni explained high pressure and low pressure systems
and how the weather moves around the globe. Justin
Raglin from the Lone Pine Tribe’s Air Program
manned the fourth station and showed the kids how
animated weather models help look at the future. He
also showed them areas with warnings or watches for
hazardous weather, including tornadoes. At the end
of the process, the youth had seen some of the basic
ingredients of weather forecasting.
The final and most important part of the process involved decorating cookies shaped like clouds and
lightning bolts. We expect the kids to remember this
part.

Station 1 — Mel Joseph from the Lone Pine Tribe
Air Program explains the forecast

The creative process starts with a blank slate

Station 2 — Toni Richards from the Bishop Tribe
Air Program explains satellite images

Victoria Begay is intent on her work

Station 3 — Justin Raglin from the Lone Pine Tribe
Air Program explains forecasting models

Leon Eddy tests his creation

On June18th, 2009, staff from the National Weather Service presented Kids Weather Day in collaboration with the Bishop Tribe’s Air Program, the
Bishop Indian Education Center, the Paiute Palace
Casino, the Lone Pine Air Program, and Cal Fire.
Approximately 110 people attended the event that
included demonstrations of an assortment of
weather events, a lightning machine, a tornado machine, and the launching of 2 weather balloons.

Faith Borden and Andy Gorelow from the National
Weather Service demonstrate air pressure.

Faith Borden from the National Weather Service
demonstrates an anemometer to measure wind speed.

Testing the lightning machine

Filling the weather balloon

Up up and away!

Releasing the weather balloon

